
 

 
 

SLOPE USER LICENSE SCHEDULE 
  
 
This Slope User License Schedule (this “License Schedule”) describes the terms pursuant to which Users 
are granted access to the Service. User access will be provided in accordance with the written subscription 
agreement under which Slope provides its Service(s) as entered into by and between you (“Customer” or 
“You”) and Slope (the “Agreement”). This License Schedule may be updated by Slope from time to time 
upon reasonable notice (which may be provided through the Service or by posting an updated version of 
this License Schedule). Capitalized terms not defined in this License Schedule shall have the meaning 
given them in the Agreement. 
 
User Licenses. To access the Service, Customer shall obtain one or a combination of user license types 
as described below. The following types of user licenses are made available: 

 
1. Developer Licenses. Developer User Licenses (“Developer Licenses”) grant the individual User with 

full access to the Service and its then-available features and functions. There are two different types of 
Developer Licenses: 
 
a. Dedicated Developer License. A dedicated developer user license (“Dedicated Developer 

License”) will be associated with only one unique User, as designated by the Customer in writing. 
The Customer may request to assign a different User to a Dedicated Developer License by 
submitting to Slope a Support Request with the name, email address, and effective date of such 
assignment. No Dedicated Developer License may be used concurrently by multiple Users at any 
time. 
 

b. Concurrent Developer License. A concurrent developer user license (“Concurrent Developer 
License”) may be associated with multiple Users to be agreed upon in writing between Customer 
and Slope. However, the total number of Users that may access the Service via the Concurrent 
Developer License(s) at any given time is limited to the total number of Concurrent Developer 
Licenses licensed via all Order Forms currently in effect. The Customer may request the addition, 
removal, or substitution of Users to/from a Concurrent Developer License by submitting to Slope 
a Support Request with the name(s), email address(es), and effective date of such assignment.  

 
2. Reporting Licenses. A reporting user license (“Reporting License”) will be associated with only one 

unique User, as designated by the Customer in writing.  Each Reporting License grants its individual 
User with certain limited access to the Service, which includes the ability to view data resulting from the 
Service, but not the ability to create data with the Service. The Customer may request to assign a 
different User to a Reporting License by submitting to Slope a Support Request with the name, email 
address, and effective date of such assignment. No Reporting License may be used concurrently by 
multiple Users at any time. 

 
The terms and conditions of this License Schedule are hereby incorporated into the Agreement. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Agreement, in the event of any conflict between the 
Agreement and this License Schedule, the Agreement shall govern. 
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